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PRIMARY SEDIMENTATION TANK: 

 

After grit removal in grit chamber, the wastewater containing mainly lightweight 

organic matter is settled in the primary sedimentation tank (PST). Due to involvement 

of many unknown parameters under settling of light weight, sticky, and non regular 

shaped particles, the classical laws of sedimentation as applicable in grit removal are 

not valid and this settling is called as flocculant settling. The primary sedimentation 

tank generally removes 30 to 40% of the total BOD and 50 to 70% of suspended solids 

from the raw sewage.  

The flow through velocity of 1 cm/sec at average flow is used for design with detention 

period in the range of 90 to 150 minutes. This horizontal velocity will be generally 

effective for removal of organic 

suspended solids of size above 0.1 mm. Effluent weirs are provided at the effluent end 

of the rectangular tanks, and around the periphery in the circular tanks. Weir loading 

less than 185m3/m.d is used for designing effluent weir length (125 to 500 m3/m.d). 

Where primary treatment follows secondary treatment, higher weir loading rates can be 

used. The sludge collection hopper is provided near the centre in circular tank and near 

the influent end in rectangular tanks. A baffle is provided ahead of the effluent weir for 

removal of floating matter. This scum formed on the surface is periodically removed 

from the tank mechanically or manually. 

 

The efficiency of the sedimentation tank, with respect to suspended solids and BOD 

removal, is affected by the following: 

 Eddy currents formed by the inertia of incoming fluid, 

 Wind induced turbulence created at the water surface of the uncovered tanks, 

 Thermal convection currents, 

 Cold or warm water causing the formation of density currents that moves along 

the  bottom of the basin, and Thermal stratification in hot climates. 

Because of the above reasons the removal efficiency of the tank and detention time has 

correlation R = t/(a+b.t), where ‘a’ and ‘b’ are empirical constants, ‘R’ is expected 

removal efficiency, and ‘t’ is nominal detention time. 

To account for the non optimum conditions encountered in the field, due to 

continuously wastewater coming in and going out of the sedimentation tank, due to 

ripples formed on the surface of the water because of wind action, etc., the settling 

velocity (overflow rate) obtained from the column studies are often multiplied by a 

factor of 0.65 to 0.85, and the detention time is multiplied by a factor of 1.25 to 1.50. 

This will give adequate treatment efficiency in the field conditions as obtained under 

laboratory test. 
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Recommendation for Design of Primary Sedimentation Tank 

Primary sedimentation tanks can be circular or rectangular tanks designed using 

average dry weather flow and checked for peak flow condition. The numbers of tanks 

are determined by limitation of tank size. Two tanks in parallel are normally used to 

facilitate maintenance of any tank. The diameter of circular tank may range from 3 to 

60 m (up to 45 m typical) and it is governed by structural requirements of the trusses 

which supports scrapper in case of mechanically cleaned tank. Rectangular tank with 

length 90 m are in use, but usually length more than 40 m is not preferred. Width of the 

tank is governed by the size of the scrappers available for mechanically cleaned tank. 

The depth of mechanically cleaned tank should be as shallow as possible, with 

minimum 2.15 m. The average depth of the tank used in practice is about 3.5 m. In 

addition, 0.25 m for sludge zone and 0.3 to 0.5 m free board is provided. The floor of 

the tank is provided with slope 6 to 16 % (8 to 12 % typical) for circular tank and 2 to 

8% for rectangular tanks. The scrappers are attached to rotating arms in case of circular 

tanks and to endless chain in case of rectangular tanks. These scrappers collect the 

solids in a central sump and the solids are withdrawn regularly in circular tanks. In 

rectangular tanks, the solids are collected in the sludge hoppers at the influent end, and 

are withdrawn at fixed time intervals.  
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The scrapper velocity of 0.6 to 1.2 m/min (0.9 m/min typical) is used in rectangular 

tank and flight speed of 0.02 to 0.05 rpm (0.03 typical) is used in circular tank. 

The detention time in PST could be as low as 1 h to maximum of 2.5 h. providing 

detention time of 1.5 to 2.5 h at average flow is a common practice. To avoid 

resuspension (scouring) of settled particles, horizontal velocities through the PST 

should be kept sufficiently low. 

 

 


